Dream holidays with Camping Seeblick Toni
at the holiday region Alpbachtal Seenland in Tyrol
Pure Tyrol, mountain and hikingworld Alpbachtal Seenland
The holiday region Alpbachtal Seenland with Tyrol‘s warmest lakes, rustic alpine huts and three natural
adventure cliffs is located between the Kitzbühel Alps and the Rofan mountains.

Alpbachtal Seenland Card … and your holiday is worth more!
Take the opportunity to explore our region. Take various mountain railways or the Regio bus “Mittleres
Unterinntal” (VVT), etc. with the Alpbachtal Seenland Card free of charge. Each guest receives the
Alpbachtal Seenland Card on arrival.

Our specials
The Golden Harvest Festival at Camping Seeblick Toni. You can expect original Tyrolean evenings in our
marquee with live music and folklore demonstrations and of course the highlight of this week: the
traditional, annual craft market with the Almfest!
Enjoy beautiful summer days at Camping Seeblick Toni with hiking and cycling!
The team at Camping Seeblick Toni is looking forward to seeing you!

TOP weeks for camping professionals and families
all year round, except in the high season.
TOP-weeks for camping professionals: at a price of Euro 139,- per week
(for 2 adults, incl. standard pitch and all person charges),
excluding electricity, tourist tax, environmental tax
TOP-weeks for families: at a price of Euro 199,- per week
(for 2 adults and a maximum of 4 children up to 14 years, incl. standard pitch and all person charges),
excluding electricity, tourist tax, environmental tax

Wellness Tonis relaxation zone
Finnish sauna, stone pine sauna, sport showers, aroma steam room, sitting area with fireplace, tea bar,
the cold-water area, as well as water beds and chaise lounges are hideaways to relax and dream.
Massages and special treatments complete the offer.

Sophisticated culinary delights in the „Der Brantlhof“ tavern
Visit our rustic-down-to-earth restaurant with original Tyrolean stone pine room and enjoy the first-class
cuisine on the sun terrace overlooking the lake Reintaler. For passionate wine connoisseurs there are
many fine wines to discover in the well-stocked wine cellar.

Sleeping barrels made from pine wood
Our cuddly sleeping vessels made from pine wood are designed for two people and a maximum of two
children. Ideal for romantic hours, stopovers or short stays. The central and sanitary building with
restaurants, sun terrace and farm shop is only a few steps away.
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